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STRUCTURALPHENOMENA IN COHERENTEPITAXIAL SOLIDS
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Wediscusstheoreticallyanumberof effectscharacteristicof coherentepitaxial(ratherthenbulk) solids, namely:(i) occurrencein
epitaxial form of inter-semiconductorordered phaseswith no counterpartin the bulk phasediagram,(ii) reversalof the orderof
stability of two structuralmodifications of the sameordered phase,(iii) epitaxy-enhancedsolid solubilities, (iv) epitaxially-induced
changesof order-disordertransitiontemperatures,(v) composition-pinning(“lattice latching”) in epitaxial alloys, and(vi) changesin
nearest-neighborbond lengths in epitaxial versus bulk semiconductoralloys. First-pnnciplestotal energy and cluster-variation
calculationsareusedto illustrate theseeffects for a numberof systems

1. Introduction matched[1—20]or mismatched[21]substrateseven
whengrown continuously(i.e., not layer-by-layer).

Recentperfection of epitaxial growth has re- This effect has been predicted theoretically for
vealed a numberof effectspeculiarto epitaxial (as bulk systemsby Srivastavaet al. [22] and for
opposedto bulk) systems: epitaxial systemsby Martins andZunger[23].
(i) Epitaxial stabilization of bulk-unstable inter- (ii) Epitaxial selectionbetweentwo competingstruc-
semiconductororderedcompounds[1—21],seetable turesfor an orderedphase.Here, the crystal struc-
1. Thesestructuresare absentin the bulk phase ture that grows epitaxially is not the stablebulk
diagrambut appearepitaxially either on lattice- structure,e.g.,refs. [24—37]and table2.

Table 1
Examplesof observationof epitaxial stabilization of bulk-unstableinter-semiconductororderedcompounds

Structure Material Substrate Growth Reference
method

Ternary CuAuI GaInAs
2 InP MBE Kuan et al. [1]

GaAIAs2 GaAs MOCVD, MBE Kuan et a!. [2]
Ga2AsSb InP MOCVD Jenet a!. [3—5]

Chalcopyrite Ga2AsSb InP MOCVD Jenet a!. [3—5]

TernaryCuPt AlInAs2 InP OMVPE Normal et al. [6]
Ga2AsSb GaAs MBE Murgatroydeta!. [7]
Ga2AsSb InP, GaAs MBE Ihm etal. [8]
Ga!nP2 GaAs MOCVD Gomyoet a!. [9—11]
Ga!nP2 GaAs MOCYD McKernanet a!. [121
GaInP2 GaAs MOCVD Kondowet al. [13]
GaInP2 GaAs MOCVD Uedaetal. [15]
GaInP2 GaAs MOCVD Kurtz etal. [16]
GaInP2 GaAs MOCVD Nishino etal. [17]
GaInAs2 InP MOCVD Shahidet al. [18,19]

Famatinite GaInAs2 InP LPE Nakayamaet a!. 120]

CuPt SiGe Si MBE Ourmazdet a!. [21]
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Table 2 two-dimensional growth effects, or the role of
Examp!esof observationof epitaxta!se!ectivity betweencorn- surfaceimperfectionsor impuritiesare not consid-
peting structuresfor orderedphases ered. As will be seen below, a thermodynamic

Fi!m Substrate Bulk Observed Ref. approachcan go a long way in explaining these
material structure epitaxial phenomena;to the extent that it fails in certain

structure instances(see below), such kinetic or extrinsic
Fe Cu(111) bcc fcc [24] effectscanbe judged to be potentiallyimportant.
Fe Cu(100) bcc fcc [25]
Fe Cu(110) bcc fcc [26]
Ag lnSb(110) fcc bcc [27]
Co Ni(001) hcp fcc [28] 2. Qualitative discussionof epitaxial effects: con-
Co Cu(001) hcp fcc [29] tinuum elasticity
Co GaAs(110) hcp bcc [30]
Cu Fe(001) fcc bcc [31]
Ni Fe(001) fcc bcc [32] We begin our discussionof the origin of epi-
MnSe ZnSe NaC! Zinc-b!ende [33] taxial effects by consideringa continuumelasticity
Sn lnSb(llO) $-Sn a-Sn [34] description of bulk and epitaxially constrained
Sn CdTe(0O1) $-Sn a-Sn [351 cubic crystals to illustrate the general principles
lnSb Glass Zinc-blende NaC! [36]
Cs halides A!kali halides CsC! NaC! [37] involved. A microscopicstatisticaldescriptionand

quantitativeresults follow in sections4 and5. Our
qualitative description in this section illustrates
the main effectsby consideringcubic systemsand

(iii) Epitaxy-enhancedsolid solubility of alloys, retaining only harmonic terms in the energy.
Here, the minimum bulk miscibility temperature, Quantitative total energy calculationsusing self-
which is very high for components such as consistentfirst-principles approaches(section 4)
GaP—GaSb [38], GaAs—GaSb [39], BaF2—CaF2 are,however,not restrictedin this manner.
[40], or PbS—CdS[41] is enormouslysuppressed Considera cubic crystal (e.g.,zinc-blende)in a
epitaxially evenon a lattice-matchedsubstrate, free-standingbulk (bk) form. Its total energy E
(iv) Epitaxially-inducedchangesin order—disorder (per fcc site), as a function of its cubic lattice
transition temperaturesin alloys havebeenpredic- parametera, can be expandedabout the equi-
ted for ultra-thin Cu3Au ~ Cu075Au025[42]. librium valueaeq as
(v) Compositionpinning (“lattice latching”) in epi-
taxial systems [43—47], whereby the measured Ehk(a) = Eeq + ~Baeq[a — aeq]

2 + ..., (1)
composition of the epitaxial alloy tends to be
pinnedat a valuewherethe alloy is latticematched where Eeq is the equilibrium total energy and
to the substrate,even though the compositionof B = (C~

1+ 2C12)/3 is the cubic bulk modulus.If
the corresponding bulk alloy under identical the same crystal is grown epitaxially on a sub-
growth conditions varies widely. This has been stratewith lattice parametera~,under coherent
observed in numeroussystems in LPE growth growth conditions(see below), the film’s lattice
[43—47].The sameeffect appearsin anotherguise parametersparallel (~)to the substrateare con-
in MBE growth[48]. strainedto equal a~,while in the other direction
(vi) Changes in A—C and B—C bond lengths in (c), it is free to relax. The total energy for this
A~B~_XCepitaxial alloys (relative to bulk alloys) coherentepitaxial(ep) film is then
havebeenpredictedtheoretically[49].

In this paper, we use a simple elastic con- Eep(as, c) = Eeq + ~qBaeq[as — aeqj
tinuum model (sections2 and 3), discussedprevi-
ouslyby others[49—58]andpresenta cluster-based + ~Aaeq[c — ceq(as)~

2+ ... (2a)
statistical theory (section4) to explain thesesix
epitaxial effects.Our approach[22,23,42,59—64]is Here, the elasticreductionfactorq andthe coeffi-
thermodynamic in nature, in that kinetic and cient A dependon the substrateorientation. FQr
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theprincipal orientations,theseare q = (1 — B/A), ceq(a~,[iii])
or expressed in terms of the elastic constants C11 2C1i+4C12_4~44[as_aeq]. (Sc)

(3a) q C~
1+2C12+4C44q[100] ~ C12\ =ae

q[110] — 1 C11 — C12 + 6C~ If the c dimension of the film is unconstrained, it(3b) attains its equilibrium value c = ceq(as) and the
— 3 C~+ C12+ 2C~’ last term in eq. (2) vanishes. In this case, the ratio

4C~ (3c) betweenthe epitaxial and bulk energies,both re-
q[111] = C11 + 2C12 + 4C~’ ferred to Eeq and taken at the same lattice con-

stant a~is [Eep(as) — EeqI/[Ebk(as) — Eeq], i.e.,
and q. This elastic reduction factor is considerably

A[100] = C11, (4a) smaller than unity; using tabulatedelastic con-
stants[65] we have, for example, q[100], q[11O],

A[110J=C~+(C11+C12)/2, (4b) and q[111] values of 0.21, 0.35, and 0.39 for

A[111] = (C11 + 2C12 + 4C~)/3. (4c) CdTe; 0.36, 0.48, and 0.51 for GaSb; and 0.37,
0.48, and 0.51 for GaAs, respectively.Since for

ceq(as) is the equilibrium value of the tetragonal mostcubic metalsand semiconductors[65] C~is
lattice parameterfor a substratelattice constant larger than the isotropic value (C11 — C12)/2,
a~.It is given by aeq— [3B/A — 1] (a~— aeq), i.e., q[111] is the largest in this sequence.For alkali

C12 halidesC~is softer than the isotropic value[65],
ceq(as,[100]) = aeq — 2-~—[a~— aeq], (5a) henceq[100] is the largest.Since q <1, the energy

of the coherentepitaxial film Eep(as) at a~~ aeq
ceq(as, [110]) is lower than the energyof the bulk systemEbk(a

C11 + 3C12 — 2C~ = a~)at the same lattice parameter. This is ii-
= aeq — C11 + C12 + 2C~[a~ — aeqi, (Sb) lustratedin fig. la wherethe dashedline (Eep) is

below the solid line (Ebk) for a~* aeq.

1.1 (a) ‘ - (c)
~ i o — - Coherently

— strained

________ Partially0.4

film0.9 ~- - -~0.30.5 (b) ))~__~/ coherent
Dl
~ 0.2

0.1 -- - (thin)
aeq ‘ Eep(as) ~‘Eeq

- - — eq
-- _________________

I I I _______________________________

5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 h~

Lattice parameter a or a~ Film thickness (h)

Fig. 1. Schematicplot of the total energyof bu!k andthin epitaxial films as functionof bu!k !atticeconstantandsubstratelattice
constant,respective!y(b). Part (a) shows the tetragonalc/a ratio for theepitaxial fi!m, whereaspart (c) shows how theepitaxia!

energyre!axesto theequilibrium bu!k value, asa functionof film thicknessh.
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For a~~ aeq, the epitaxial film is strained,i.e., andall speciesare coherentwith the substrate,the
Eep(as~ aeq)> ~ Its energy could, hence, be changein internalenergy(from eq. (2)) is
lowered towards Eeq by the nucleationof misfit ~Eep(a5) = ~ Hbk + ~E~( a5), (8)
dislocations[66]. Thisenergylowering is described
within simple continuum elasticity by Matthews wherethe excesssubstratestrain (ss) energyis
[66]. It modifies eq. (2a) for finite thickness(for
c=ceq) giving L~E55(a5)=W~5(aj31~)—xW~5(a)

Eep(as,h) = Eeq+ ~qBaeq[as— aeq]
2G(h), —(1 — x)~

5($), (9)

(2b) andthe substratestrain energiesof the individual
componentsare

where 2

(lOa)
G(h)=1, h<h~,

W~(a)= Ka(as — a,~)
2, (lob)

G(h)=~(2—~), h�h~,

(lOc)h~l+ln(h/b)
X(h) = h 1 + ln(h~/b)’ where Ka = ~

All epitaxialstabilizationeffectswediscusshere
andwhere b is the Burgersvector of the relevant have their origins in the excesssubstratestrain
misfit dislocation.Fig. lb illustrateshow E~~(a

5~ energy~E55(a5).Its dependenceon a5, q, and B
aeq) approachesEeq as the film thicknessh in- can be used to manipulatethe relative stabilities
creases(eq. (2b)). The film is said to becoherently of bulk and epitaxial systems.A simple illustra-
strained(i.e., in registrywith the substrate)for h tion servesto makethis point. Select,for example,
below the critical thickness[66] for nucleationof a substratelattice matched to a given reaction
misfit dislocations (denoted h~in fig. lb). In product, i.e., a5 = aa$. Since W~(a$)= 0 in this
practice,activation barriers againstnucleationof case,~E55(a5)~ 0 and ~iE~~(a5)~ ~ If ent-
such dislocations permit for semiconductors ropy effects do not strongly distinguish the bulk
coherentgrowth considerablybeyondthe thermo- from the epitaxial film, the changesin free en-
dynamicvalueof h~[67]; suchfilms are said to be ergies F also obey ~ <~Fbk,so that the
metastablystrained, reactionproceedsepitaxially better than in bulk.

To illustrate the way in which the epitaxial In theparticularcasewhere~ Hhk> 0 (a situation
constraintcanbe usedto selectivelystabilize cer- encounteredoften when a and /3 are isovalent
tam structures,considerthe symbolic solid state semiconductors)and —~E~5> ~ one may
reaction between solids a and /3 to produce promotea reactionepitaxially even if it doesnot

occur in bulk form. This situation is illustrated in

xa + (1 — x) /3 a1j31 ~. (6) fig. 2a: Its left-handside showsthe excessenergies
of bulk and thin epitaxial films; the right-hand

If the reaction takes place incoherentlyin bulk side shows, as a function of film thickness,the
form, all three speciesa, /3, and a$ can attain energieswith dislocationsincluded.While because
their own equilibrium lattice constants aa, a~, of the choice a5 = aa$ the energy of a/3 is con-
and aa$, respectively.Thechangein zero-pressure stant for all film thicknesses,the strain energy of
enthalpyper fcc sitein this reactionis then the constituentsa and /3 can be lowered by

nucleatingmisfit dislocations(eq. (2b)). Below the
L~Hhk= Eeq[a/31 — xEeq[a] — (1 — x)EeqEI3I. thicknessH~(shadedareain fig. 2a), the system

(7) a~J31_~hasbeenepitaxially stabilized,i.e. ~ <

0 despite /.~Hbk>0. In this case with substrate
If, however, the reaction takes place epitaxially present the system is stable (not metastable)
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(a) —AESSi.AHbk>0; a~lis latticematched] stabler than a until the thickness reachesH~,
______ where

bulk Thin
____ epi h~ EfP(aS=a$)=E~k(ap)

a+~ Li =E:~(a
5=a~, h=H~).(5 ss

“\J r\Ee~p<0 ~ From eqs.(1) and (2b)
w c43 I ______

~Hb~t0 ~‘ r43 r ~ 9 q~B~a~a~= 1 H

0.0 8 I.lEap G(H~) C~

Film thickness (h) where ~aa,s= a~— aa and LEap= Ee’~— Ee’~.This
shows that unlike the critical thicknessfor misfit
dislocations h~(which decreasesasz~aincreases),

(b) —AE >SHbk >0’ a~3is mismatched
SS ________________ H~increaseswith ~ a! Furthermore,H~is larger

bulk Thm the stiffer the film materialis (Ba) andthesmaller
_____ epi the bulk stability difference(~Ea~)is.

~ It is clear from the exampleof fig. 2a that the
a+p . . . . .

ongin of the epitaxial stabilization is not the
/ AEep<O ~ substrate-inducedstrain in the growing (a~/

3i.~)

film [since by assumption, J’V~,(a/3)= 0 at a, =

°j1~ ~1 \\ ~ aa~],but in the epitaxial destabilizationof the

~Hbk>O / \,, constituents [since W~,(a)+ W~,(/3)> 0]. This il-

0.0 lustratesthe fact that such effectsare driven by
H~ the sizemismatchbetweentheconstituentsa and /3

Film thickness (h) (“ microscopicstrain”), not by the strain between
Fig. 2. Schematicplot of bulk and epitaxia! energieswhen the film a~/3

1—x and the substrate(“substrate
— ~E,,> ~~Hbk. The !eft part showsenergiesfor thin (h ~ h~) strain”). This becomes obvious when one assumes,
films whi!e theright-handsideshowsresultsas a function of for simplicity, Vegard’srule
thickness.Part(a) is for a,,~ a,,while part (b) is for a,,~* a,.
Note thecrossingof theenergiesof bulk andepitaxialsystems. aeq[ a~I31_i = xaeq[ a] + (1 — x)aeq [/3]’ (U)

against disproportionation into its (coherent) con- g~~’~’mg,for a, = a(a~111.~), an excess substrate
stituents. Only if the thickness exceeds H~, or strain energy
when the substrateis removed does it become z.~E (a )
unstable. SS

It is important to emphasizethe qualitative = _(aa_a,s)2[x(x_ 1)
2Ka+X2(1 —x)Kp],

difference betweenthe critical thickness h~for (12)
nucleationof misfit dislocations[65] andthe new
critical thickness H~for epitaxial stability we in- so only if the constituents are size-mismatched
troduce here.This is best illustrated by a simple (a,, # a,~) can epitaxyalter the excessenergy%~~Eep

example. Consider a crystal with two possible relativeto ~Hbk.
phasesa and /3, so that in bulk form ahasa lower
enthalpyE,~ .< E~.Whengrown epitaxially on a
substratelattice-matchedto /3 (a, = a

8), the en- 3. Illustration of genericepitaxial stabilizationef-
ergy of /3 is not perturbed, i.e., E~(a,= a4) fects
E~k(a$). However, the energy of a is perturbed
(when a,, ~‘ a4). If it is perturbed to the extent In this sectionwe illustrate the basic epitaxial
that E~(a, = a4) > Ef~(a, = a4), phase /3 will be effectsobservedexperimentallyor calculatedtheo-
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retically(from full self-consistentanharmonictotal (a) [.L\ES< AHbk>>0;afl is lattice-matchedi

energy models),using the results of the previous
section to aid as a classification schemeof basic bulk
phenomena. We will discusssystemscharacterized
by two phases,denoted“a + /3” and“a$”. These >. °~ --- °~ ..

genericphasescould be, for example,(i) a, /3 are >0

two solids and a$ is a compound(ordered or AH>>O _______ 4
disordered)between them, or (ii) “a + /3” is a / a±~3 ‘~~\ ~

solid in a given crystal structureand “a$” is the w

same solid in another crystal structure. Such / ~
generic systems are characterized by their bulk 0.0 —~~-—‘ __________________

excess enthalpy Film thickness(h)

~lHhk = Eeq(a/3) — Eeq(a+ 13), (13) (b) I —AE
5~<AHbk>>O; 0.11 is mismatchecij ~J

and by the epitaxialexcessenergy bulk

~Eep(as)=Z~Hbk+~E,s(as). (14) ,‘~ cx~

The classificationof different casesis relatedto
whether — ~E,5 is largeror smallerthan ~ H~5.A ______

(minor) sub-classificationreflects whether a$ is
lattice matchedto the substrateor not. Figs. 2 and /
3 illustratesschematicallythe basic energeticsof 0 ~

theseclasses. a+~3 ___________________

Figs. 2a and 2b describethe situation where Film thickness(h)

~ H~,> 0, but the negative substrate strain Fig. 3. Schematic plot of bulk and epitaxial energieswhen
— ~ E (a.) overwhelms it. Here a$ is higher in — ~ E,5 < L’i Hbk. The left part showsenergiesfor thin (h <<he)

energy than a + /3 in bulk form but the situation films while the right parts shows resultsas a function of film
thicknessh. Part (a) is for a = a, andpart (b) for a * a..

is reversedepitaxially, hence a1
3 has been ren- Note the absence of crossing between the energies of bulk and

deredepitaxially stable(shadedregions in fig. 2) epitaxialsystems.

below a critical thicknessH~(not to be confused
with the critical thickness h~for misfit disloca-
tions shown in fig. 1). This casecan occur when The quantities{ Eeq; aeq}‘ however,are unspeci-
a/3 is lattice matchedto the substrate(fig. 2a), or fied parameterswithin continuumelasticity and
whenit is not (fig. 2b). haveto be obtained elsewhere(see below). Fur-

Fig. 3 describesthe situation where zlHbk > 0 thermore, while the elastic constantsC,
1 of iso-

andthenegativesubstratestrain energy—~E,,(a~) lated structuresa and /3 are often known [65],
does not overwhelm it. In this case, the critical thoseof the combinedsystema$ are not. In this
thickness H~does not occur since ~ Eep too is case, one must use approximate interpolations
positive (but is reduced relative to ~Hbk). Again, which often neglectexplicit chemical effects (e.g.,
two subcategories can be distinguished: when a,,4 chargetransferbetweena and /3 in forming a/3).
= a, (fig. 3a)or when a,,4 * a, (fig. 3b). (ii) Calculate L~Hbkand~ directly (i.e., without

The quantities we need to calculate are i.~Hbk the harmonic expansion of eqs. (1)—b)) by perfor-
and L~Eep(as).Two basic methodologies are possi- ming self-consistent electronic structurecalcula-
ble, andwe will illustrate examplesof both: tions for bulk (i.e., asa function of a) andepitaxi-
(i) Use harmonic elasticity theory to evaluateq ally (for a11 = a, while c is varied), relaxingin all
(eq. (3)), A(eq. (4)), andceq(as)(eq. (5)) from the casesthe cell-internal structuralparameters.This
(experimental or calculated)elastic constantsC11. method guaranteesthat chemical and elastic ef-
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fects are treated on an equal footing. Using this 40.&
E

effect 10classification,we now illustrate the basicepitaxial 2 ~5 >
w 30.0
E

3.1. Epitaxial stabilization of a bulk-unstableinter-
semiconductororderedcompound .2

(0 20.0

E Ep-RH-SiGe LiW
5,[Ge]This situation is describedgenericallyby fig. 2. RH-SiGe I(bk) _________Somenotableexamplesfor this caseare:

\~7~SSIRHiAE,JRH]<0(i) First principles total energy calculations[64] >‘ 10.00.
(fig. 4) show that the chalcopyrite form of
Ga2AsSbhas ~lHbk = 52 meV/4 atoms,but epi- AHbk>0\~JGe

Ui
taxially when constrainedon a substratelattice i.C

5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9matchedto it, ~ E5, = — 80 meV/4 atoms,so~ Eep Lattice constants a or c~(A)

= —28 meV/4 atomsand this orderedphasehas
Fig. 5. First-principles calculated [23] total energies of SiGe in

been stabilized.Indeed,Jen et al. [3—5]havere- the rhombohedral (RH) structure, shown for bulk (bk) and

cently observedchalcopyrite Ga2AsSb grown by epitaxial (ep) forms (on a Si substrate).W~,is the substrate

MOCVD on a lattice matchedInP substrate.No strain. Note that since ~W~5(Ge)(thin horizontal line) is larger

ordered compoundsexist in bulk form between than ~Hhk(SiGe)+ W~(SiGe)(shaded curve), the epitaxial
form of RH SiGe has been stabilized.

GaAsandGaSb.
(ii) First principles total energy calculations [23]
show (fig. 5) that the 50%—50%orderedcompound shown) or in the rhombohedral (RH) structure
SiGe is unstablein bulk both in the zinc-blende (where i~iH~H= 7 meV/atom). However, when
(ZB) structure(where L~Hb

2~B= 9 meV/atom,not constrainedepitaxially to a Si substrateW
55(Si) =

0, J4’~,(Ge)= 26.6, ft~5(SiGe,ZB) = 4.4, and
________ ________ W55(SiGe, RH) = 4.0, so that SE,, = —8.9

200 • 120
I AHbk I I AE~p I meV/atom for ZB and —9.3 meV/atom for RH.

180 IGa2AssbI IGa2AsSbI 100 This leads to a negativeformation energy JEep

160 .~.J L_ 80 [RH] = 7.0—9.3 = —2.3 meV/atom for the epi-
taxial rhombohedralSiGe structure, whereasin

~ 140 132 CP 52 OP 60 bulk form it is positive(forZB, ~Eep = 9—8.9= 0.1

120 115 CA 35 CA 40 rneV). This is consistentwith the observation[211
103 D 23 o of RH SiGe grown on Si (no ZB SiGeis seen)and

100 20 with the absenceof any ordering in such bulk

80 I GaAs + GaSb 0 samples. This situation is akin to fig. 2b where
I AE~ 60 52 CH ~ ep<° -20 “a + /3” denotesSi + Ge and “af3” denotesRH

Ui __________ ___________
_____________ ______________ SiGe.

in ~I -28 OH -40 (iii) Other theoretical examplesof ~Hhk > 0 and
~“ 40~o I I

I ~Hbk>O ~E~<0 include the valence force field (VFF)
I -60

w 20~ I resultsof Mbaye et a]. [491showing(fig. 6 of ref.
0~GaAs + GaSb,’ -80 [49]) epitaxial stabilization of GaInP2, GaIn1P4,

Fig. 4. First-principlescalculated[64] energiesof ordered(CP, and Ga3InP4 in various ordered structures,most
CA, CH) and disordered(D) forms of GaAs05Sb,5.The left- notably the chalcopyriteand famatinite forms. A
(right-) handsidescorrespondto bulk (epitaxial,on a 50%—50% similar VFF calculation [421 (see fig. 7 below)
substrate)systems.CP, CA, and CH denoteCuPt, CuAu, and shows Ga4AsSb3 to be epitaxially stable~ <

chalcopyrite phases.The energy of the disorderedphase is
calculatedat 300 K from nineclusters, using CVM. Note the 0) on a substratewhose lattice constantmatches
level crossing between bulk and epitaxial energies for chal- that of GaAs05Sb05,whereasin bulk form ~Hbk

copyrite. > 0. (Such VFF calculations, however, under-
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estimate~Hbk, so even though~E5, is accurate, 12(a) EPIC IcuI~ia,800KI

~ E~pmaybe underestimatedtoo.) 08 onstltuents ____________

A less extremecaseof epitaxial stabilizationof 04 Epi a, = aeq[CuAu-1]

ordered compoundsis illustrated in fig. 3. Here 0

the initial instability of the compoundsin bulk
-04 Bulk Constituents

form is so large(L~Hbk >> 0) that epitaxial stabili-
zation doesnot overcomeit. This, for example,is -08 Bulk’’

the case for a = GaAs, /3 = GaSb, with af3 the ~ -1.2 ‘~ ~‘ ~ CuAu~

CuPt-like or CuAuI-like ordered Ga2AsSb (fig. ~ -i.e Cu3Au
a,or ~

4). Here, first principles calculations predict f E •CuAuI
the CuPt form z~Hbk= 132 meV/4 atoms and - ___________‘a _________o ,b, Epi. a, = a~5[Ga~AsSb] IGaAsaSbl.,~~0k1~ —80 meV/4 atomson the 50%—50% sub- ~. 1.25 __________

strate,so that ~Eep = 52 meV/4 atoms>0. The °‘ Epi constituents

CuAuI form of Ga2AsSbis a borderline case, £ 1 00C
LU

wherefirst-principlescalculationspredict ~ ~ = i GaaAsSb3 Ga2AsSb j
115 meV, L~Es,, = — 80 meV, and ~ Eep = 35 meV ~ 0 75

LU
Ga4As3Sb

> 0, whereasVFF calculations[42] give ~ ~ = 0 50
75.5meV, z~E,, = —80.7meV, hence~Eep = —5.2
meV <0. Since the CuPt form of Ga2AsSb, 025 Bulk

onstituents IA1InAs2, GaInP2,andGaInAs2 are observedepi- Bulk c
taxially [6—191,whereas our calculations (for o.oo______________________________________

00 0 1 0.2 0 3 0 4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0 9 1 0
Ga2 AsSb) show ~ Eep > 0, we mustconcludethat GaSb Atomic Fraction x GaAs

effectsneglectedhere(e.g.,growthkinetics,surface Fig. 7. Formationenergiesof orderedcompounds(opencircles’

steps)are at play, and further stabilize the epi- epitaxia!; solid circles: bulk) and mixing enthalpiesof dis-

taxial system. ordered alloys (dashedlines: epitaxial; solid lines: bulk). The
dottedlines show the energiesof theepitaxial constituents.(a)
Orderingalloy — Cu1_~Au>and(b) phase-separatingalloy —

GaAs~Sb1>. Resultsfor ordered compoundsare for T= 0,
____________________ _____________ resultsat finite T areobtainedfromCVM [42].

-. Th~i

1.1 ~(a)
~ i.o~--~

0 9~ Bi_______ ___________________ 3.2. Epitaxial selection between two competing0.5 (b) ~ , / ~ structuresfor an orderedphase

/
Identifying in fig. 2 “a + /3” and “a$” as two

0.

~ 0 3 ~\ / structural modifications of the samecompound
(e.g., MgS in its bulk stablerocksalt B1 andzinc-

C)

~ 0.2 blende B3 structures,respectively),this figure il-
C lustrates the possibility of reversing under epi-

Ui taxial conditions the order of stability found in01

-“ a~ bulk form. For example,Froyenet al. [68] (seefig.00
6) find in their first-principlestotal energycalcula-

5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 tion that whereasin bulk form Eeq(MgS, Bi) <

Latticeconstant(A) Eeq(MgS, B3), if grown epitaxially on a substrate
Fig. 6. First-principlescalculated[68] total energiesof MgS in with a~ a(MgS,B3) (a valuethey find to be 9%
its stableBi (rocksalt)form andin its B3 (zinc-blende)struc- larger than a(MgS, Bi)), then Eep(MgS, B3) <

lure. Solid curves: bulk energies;dashedcurvesare epitaxial.
Note that at a = 5.1 A, the Bi form is the stablestwhereasat Eep(MgS,Bi). Hence,on such a substrate,growth

a, = 5.6 A, the B3 form hasbeenstabilized, of MgS below H~ is predicted to produce its
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zinc-blende modification even at ambient pres- of ~Eep relativeto ~Ebk (figs. 2 and3) implies for
sures! Similar calculations [68] predict growth of a disordered alloy a13 a reductionin its miscibility
the /3-Sn form of CdTe or the B3 form of NaCl gap temperature.This becomesevident whenone
(ratherthan their stableB3 andBi forms,respec- realizes that the miscibility gap, associatedwith
lively) on suitable substrates.Similarly, valence (x,T) valuesfor which d

2F/dx2� 0, representsa
force field calculationsby Mbayeet al. (fig. 6 in competition between — Td2S/dx2 > 0 and
ref. [49]) show that while in bulk form the chal- d2~Hhk/dx2 <0, but that d2~XE,,/dx2adds a
copyrite-type GaInP

2 is stabler than its CuAuI positive contribution to it (even on a lattice
structure, epitaxially (on a, close to the GaP matchedsubstrate),hencesuppressingthe temper-
value) the order of stability is reversed. aturebelow which the disorderedalloy decompo-

Apparentstabilizationof unusualand evenex- ses.As will be discussedin section 5, this effect is
otic structuresthrough epitaxy is not new. Early alsorelatedto compositionpinning (“ lattice latch-
observations(seetable2) includethe growthof Bi ing”). Examplesfor this effect include:
cesium and thallium halideson mica or various (i) First-principles cluster variation calculations
alkali halidesubstrates[37], andBI InSbobtained [64] for the disordered (D) GaAs05Sb05 alloy
by sputteringon glass[36]. More recently,many show(fig. 4) at 300 K ~ = 103 meV/4 atoms,
metalsthat are normally fcc (bcc) havebeengrown but ~ = 23 meV/4 atoms (on a 50%—50%
in the bcc (fcc) structure(refs. [24—32],seetable substrate).Section 5 illustrateshow thesechanges
2), and a-Sn has been grown outside its stable and the correspondingchangesin the x-depen-
temperaturerange on InSb or CdTe substrates denceof ~Eep relative to ~Ehk lower the maxi-
[34,35].Someof the earlyexamplesmay not have mum miscibility temperaturefrom 1240 K in
been stabilizedthrough lattice coherencewith the bulk to 300 K epitaxially.
substrate,however,in many recentcases(the sta- (ii) Strong enhancementof alloy solubility was
bilization of bcc metals and a-Sn in particular) observedfor [38] GaP—GaSb(which is bulk irn-
one observesa clearcorrelation betweenthe sub- miscible) andfor [40] BaF2—CaF2.
stratelattice constantandthat of the pseudomor- We are unawareof cases(genericof fig. 2 with
phic epitaxial phase. a/3 = disordered)where epitaxy renders the dis-

orderedphaseabsolutelystable(L~E~~< 0).

3.3. Epitaxy-enhancedsolid solubility of alloys
3.4. Epitaxially-inducedchangesin order—disorder

So far, we havediscussedcaseswhere a, /3 and transition temperature
a/3 are ordered phases.An interesting class of
epitaxial stabilization problems is encountered Identifying in fig. 3 “a + /3” to be an ordered
whena and /3 arecompoundsemiconductorsand compound(e.g., Ga4AsSb3)and “a/3” to be a
a$ is a disordered alloy formed betweenthem. substitutionallydisorderedalloy of the samecom-
Here, the calculation of E(a/3) is more corn- position (e.g., GaAs025Sb0~ one seesthat since
plicated,as the systempossessesa largenumberof the energy difference between these phases is dif-
configurational degrees of freedom(2”, if thereare ferent epitaxially than in bulk (fig. 7), the
two atomic types and N lattice points they can order—disordertransition temperatureswill differ
occupy). The way in which mixing energies of too. This is becausethe epitaxial constraint can
such disorderedalloys can be calculatedwill be destabilizeone phase(in the exampleof fig. 7b,
discussedin section5. Herewe discussbriefly this the orderedGa4AsSb3 in fig. 7b) more than the
problem from the point of view of continuum other(disorderedGaAs025Sb075 in fig. 7b), mod-
elasticity. We use the sameequations(1)—(10) as ifying the order—disordertransition temperature
before, except that a and c are composition de- (see fig. 8 below). A similar situation is encoun-
pendentand B, A, and q are suitable statistical tered in Cu3Au: identifying now “a + /3” as
averages(seesection5 below). With thesequalifi- ordered Cu3Au and a/3 as its disordered
cations,one notes (see below) that the reduction 075 025 alloy, calculationsshow [42] that in
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(a) T 1245 1 ergy as a linear combinationof cluster energies,1400 IBu1k GaAs Sbi
___________ x 0482 e.g., the clustersA4,,B~(n = 0—4) accountingfor

the principal interactions (up to 4-body) in the
1000 bulk alloy1200 Ehk(x, T) = ~ ~,(x, T) E~[a(x, T)}.

4800

600
n’=O

T-270 T=217 T=180 (ISa)
4AsSb3 jS=Ga2AsSb y=Ga4As3Sb

400 a~1 .•~ HereP, is the probability of cluster n in the bulk
~. 200 ,

~ , ~ I _____ alloy at (x, T) and a(x, T) is the bulk equi-
! 320 ___________________~ (b) [~pitaxial GaAS~Sbixl ~‘~7~i’~ librium lattice parameter, determined by the

x=0 789
300 aa=aeq(Ga2AsSb] requirement dEhk(x, T)/da = 0. To treat epi-

280 T=257 T-252 ~ taxial alloys [23.49] we apply the epitaxial con-
x=0 090 x-0261 , straint ~ = a,, to find

\~2164 ~ x, T)260240 DO 0

200 ~ n=0a a~D V/ x~O.492 = ~ ~,(a,, x, T) E~[a,, c(a,, x, T)],220 ____________________________________0*0’ (15b)

180
0 0.t 02 03 04 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 09 10 where P, is evaluatedfor the epitaxial alloy and

GaSD Atomic Fraction x GaAs
c(a,, x, T) is the tetragonaldimensionperpendic-

Fig. 8. CVMcalculated [42] phase diagrams of (a) bulk, and (b)
ular to the substrate,determinedvia the condition

epitaxial GaAs,.Sh1 , alloys. Note the large suppression of
the miscibility gap and the appearance of a stableGa4AsSh~ dEep(a,, x, fl/dc = 0. We assumethe epitaxial

compoundin (b) relative 10(a). film thicknessh satisfies(monolayer)<< h <

so that surface energies are thermodynamically
negligible andstrain is accommodatedelastically.

bulk 1~= 689.3 K whereasepitaxially T~= 666.6 Becauseof the linear, invertible relationship
K; the epitaxial constraintlowers the energy dif- betweenalloy and cluster energies [59—61],it is
ferencebetweenthe orderedanddisorderedstruc- most convenientto draw cluster propertiesfrom
turesrelative to bulk, as shown in fig. 7a. periodicstructures.Thus the clusterenergy func-

tions E~
1 and E~’~in eqs. (15a)—(15b) could

readilybe calculatedfrom first principles[59—61].
4. A clusterdescriptionof thermodynamic quanti- For small deformationsthese are accurately and
ties: bulk and epitaxial conveniently described by applying harmonicelas-

ticity theory on a cluster-by-clusterbasis.Apply-
While the continuumelasticity approachused ing eqs. (1) and (2) to describeeach cluster, we

to describe the energiesof bulk and epitaxially find, the excessenergiesper fcc site for bulk and
stressedsolids serveswell to makemany qualita- epitaxial clusters,
live points, it lacks configurational degreesof
freedomnecessaryto describetransitionsbetween ~E~(a) =~H~+ ~a,,B,[a — a~]2. (16a)
ordered and disorderedphases, or phase sep- 2

arationof disorderedsystems.This canbe achieved ~ E~( a,, c) = ~ H,, + ~a,,q,,B,, (a, — a,,)
with statisticalclustermodels[42,59—61]. A,, [~‘— c,, (a,)]2 (16b)+ ~a

Thermodynamicfunctions and phasediagrams
of hulk fcc A

1_,.B, alloys [59—61]have been where ~H,,, B,,, and a,, are the formation en-
successfullydescribedby expandingthe alloy en- thalpy. bulk modulus, and equilibrium lattice
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parameterof the ordered compoundfrom which neouslydeterminedunderbulk or epitaxial condi-
clustern is drawnandq,,, A,,, and c~are givenby tions by minimizing the alloy free energy F=
eqs.(3), (4), and(5), respectively,for cluster n. E—TSwith respectto the (P~} using the cluster

The equilibrium lattice parametera(x,T) of a variation method (CVM) of Kikuchi [691within
bulk disorderedalloy is found from dEbk(x,T)/ the tetrahedronapproximation(i.e., including ef-
da= 0 usingeqs. (iSa) and (16a). The A—C and fective nearest-neighborinteractions through 4-
B—C bond lengthsin the bulk alloy could then be body terms). Once can henceevaluateF for each
modelledfor this a(x,T) by assuming possiblestateof order (takenas: orderedA3B and

AB3 in the Li2 structure[22—23],orderedAB in
RAC(x, T) the LI0 structure,or the disorderedfcc alloy) and

~ W~P (x T) R~[a~ (x 1’)] using parallel tangentconstructionscalculatethe
n “ ., complete(x, T) phasediagram.

= ~ W(~i) P (x T) ~l7a Eqs. (15) and (16) provide a complete, con-
AC ‘~ ‘ sistent microscopicdescription of bulk and epi-

taxial phasediagrams.For an epitaxial alloy, re-
RBC~,X,fi ferring alloy energies to equivalent amountsof

~ W,~.P,,(x T) R~J~[a~(x, T)] bulk equilibrium constituents,i.e., ~H(x) = E(x,

—

ti7b~ T) — (1 — x)E(0) — xE(l), substitutingeq. (16b)
— ~ (x, T) ‘ “ ~ into eq. (iSb) and usingeqs. (ISa) and (16a), we

find per fcc site

where R~[a] and R~[a] are the equilibrium ~Hep(a,, x, T)

A—C andB—C bond lengthsof the orderedstruc- -

ture n (which dependon the different cell-internal = ~Hhk(x, T) + ~a(x, T) B(x, T)
structural degreesof freedom in each structure) — 1 19
held at a = a(x, T), and i4’~”t are the numberof

1a, a~x, ~

~/bondsin structuren. whereB(x, T) (which dependson substrateorien-
For an epitaxial alloy at fixed a,, the equi- tation) and a(x, T) are ratios of sumsover the P,,

librium lattice parameterc(a,, x) is found from of clusterelastic properties.Eq. (19) is what one
dEep(as, x, T)/dc = 0 usingeqs.(15b) and(16b). would predictfor an alloy describedas a harmonic
This gives for a (001) substrate elastic continuum(section2) with an equilibrium

~ ~ I ‘r\ ,‘-‘(n) lattice parametera(x, T) and an epitaxial elastic
,,~x, / L~ a,,c,,ka,, modulusB(x, T) = qB; if a. = a(x, T), eq.(lSb)

c(a,, x, T) = ~ T~C~a , (18) reverts to eq. (iSa). At T= 0 for ordered corn-
‘I’ ‘ / H “ pound ~ P~=6,,=and eqs. (iSa) and (i5b)

revert to eqs. (16a) and (16b), respectively,except
where c~(a,) is given by eq. (5) applied to cluster that the last terms in eq. (i6b) — dueto alloy-in-
n. Eq. (18) shows that c(a,, x,,, T) ‘�‘ c,,(a,). To duced cluster distortions — vanish for ordered
find the A—C and B—C bond lengths underep- compounds.Disordered alloys (for which these
itaxial conditions,weuseeq.(17)but calculatethe are important since P,, ~ 6,,,,,) will thus usually
cluster bond lengths R~and R~ as the equi- have higher strain energies than ordered corn-
librium valuesfor theorderedcompoundA,,B4_,,C poundsof the samecomposition(seefig. 7).
held at the lattice constantsa, (parallel to the The essentialphysics of epitaxy of disordered
substrate)and c(a,,x,T) (perpendicularto the alloys may be understoodby contrastingactual
substrate). calculated mixing enthalpies~H for bulk and

Given (.~H,,,a~,C~,~ C~’>}for ordered epitaxial conditions.Fig. 7 showsi.IHD(x) for the
compoundsA4~B,,(n = 0—4), the cluster prob- disordered(D) alloy and L~H°for ordered (0)
abilities P~(x,T) andentropyS may be simulta- compounds for a typical “ordering” alloy,
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Cu1 - ~Au,. (fig. 7a, with ~HD ~ 0, d
2~HD/dx2 292 K. Indeed,bulk insolublealloyshaverecently

> 0, and ~~H° <0), and for GaAs,Sb
1..,, a typi- been grown epitaxially over a large composition

cal “phaseseparating”alloy (fig. 7b, with ~HD � range, e.g., GaAs,Sb1~[39] and GaP,Sb1_,
0, d

2~HD/dx2 <0, and ~H°> 0), under bulk (grown [38] 1200 K below the bulk miscibility
conditionsand epitaxially for a substratelattice- gap).
matched to the x = 0.5 ordered compound. We (ii) A metastableordered Ga

4AsSb3 compound
note that (i) while at the lattice-matchedcomposi- deepwithin the bulk miscibility gap is now stable
tion the bulk (solid lines) and epitaxial (dashed below 252 K with respect to the epitaxial dis-
lines) z.~H coincide since epitaxy poses no con- ordered alloy. The situation here is analogousto
straint (eq. (19)), (ii) away from x = 0.5 the con- what has beendepictedin fig. 2a. If, instead of
straint a11 = a, raises the energy of epitaxial using ~H,, valuesfrom VFF (yielding fig. 8) we
ordered compounds(open circles) and the dis- use larger values(as obtainedby first principles
ordered epitaxial alloy by different amounts; thus LAPW calculations), the stable ordered phases
order-disordertransitiontemperatureschangeun- becomemetastable,analogousto fig. 3a. In con-
der epitaxial conditions; (iii) while ordered trast to the three-dimensional[001] orderingcon-
Ga4AsSb3 and Ga2AsSbare unstable in bulk sideredhere,growth kinetics and the existenceof
(L~H°>0,solid circles),epitaxially they are lower [III] surface steps may control the (—500 K
in energy than equal amountsof the epitaxial higher)orderingtemperaturesin [1111-typeordered
constituents(dottedlines in fig. 7) andhavehence sampleson (001) substrates[10].
beenepitaxially stabilized with respect to decom-
position into strained constituents;(iv) epitaxy
alters the curvature of L~HD with respectto com- 5. Compositionpinning (“lattice latching”) in epi-
position (affectingalloy stability,discussedbelow). taxial alloys
We next examinethe consequencesfor phasedi-
agrams. It hasbeenobserved[43—47]that the measured

In fig. 8, we show the calculatedphasediagram compositionx,~of the epitaxialalloy tends to be
for GaAs,.Sb1_(, a typical “phase separating” “pinned” at a value near XLM, where the alloy is
system, with cluster parametersextracted from lattice-matched(LM) to the substrate,even though
theoretical calculations [42] on ordered com- the composition Xbk of the corresponding(unsup-
pounds in the zinc-blende GaSb and GaAs, ported)bulk alloy varieswidely. This pronounced
“luzonite” Ga4AsSb3 and Ga4As3Sb, and deviation from behaviorexpectedfrom the bulk
“CuAu—I-like” Ga2AsSb structures. Here, the phasediagram (“latching” or “pulling” effect)
formationenthalpies~H~are taken from valence was first observed in an elegant experimentof
force field calculations.The principal featureof Stringfellow [43], who found that largechangesof
the bulk phasediagram (fig. 8a) is a miscibility the liquid composition in liquid phase epitaxy
gap separatingthe disorderedphaseaboveTMG= (LPE) growth of Ga~In1- J) on a GaAssubstrate
1245 K (experimentalextrapolatedvalue: — 1100 produced analogously large composition varia-
K) from a GaSb- and GaAs-rich two-phasemix- tions in bulk-like platelets(as expectedfrom the
ture below.Note thepresence(indicatedby dashed bulk phase diagram), while the composition of
spinodalsd

2F/dx2= 0 defining the limits of sta- epitaxial layers was pinned to a narrow region
bility) of ordered compounds Ga

4AsmSb4,,, nearXLM. For large Xep~XLM misfit dislocations
metastablewith respectto decompositioninto the — which destroycoherencebetweenthe epitaxial
bulk constituents, but stable (becauseof lower alloy andthe substrate— nucleateandremovethe
strain energy)with respectto disordering(fig. 7b). effect.This effect hassince beenseenin LPE for a
In fig. 8b we show the epitaxial phasediagramfor variety of systemson diversesubstratesof various
a, = a(x = 0.5). We note dramatic changesin the orientations[44—47],but has not generally been
epitaxial case: recognizedin othergrowth methods, i.e.g, molecu-
(i) The disorderedalloy is now presentdown to lar beamepitaxy (MBE).
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Epitaxy-enhancedsolubility and composition To derive eq. (23) we note that d
2~F/dx2 = 0

pinning have been discussedtheoretically by a definesthe spinodaltemperature‘r(x) and assume
numberof authors[45,46,54,70,71].For any phase zlSeP(x)= ~St~k(x) near XLM; eq. (19) was used
there is a monotonic relation betweenthe chem- to evaluateL~’r.
ical potential ~i = dL~F/dxand the composition Eqs. (2i)—(23) makeclear the intimateconnec-
x. We may Taylor expand [42] about !LLM (where tion between composition pinning (Q < 1) and
a(xLM) = a, and bulk and epitaxial alloys are epitaxial stabilizationof disorderedalloys (~T <

indistinguishableaccordingto eq.(19)), to find 0). Since /iT is negativedefinite, for any finite T
abovethe bulk maximummiscibility gap tempera-

6xbk(~L)= xbk(~) — XLM ture Q < 1, i.e., compositionpinning is a universal

= (~— ~LM)/]Id2/iF1~/dx2 } I + ..., featureof coherentepitaxialgrowth. Perfectcom-
(20a) position pinning (Q = 0) occurs at the bulk

spinodaltemperatureT= ‘rbk(x), while Q —‘ I as
— XLM T—~oo. (while compositionpinning may persist

below the bulk miscibility temperature,in this
= (~—~LM)/{d/iF~/dx} IXLM + ~ casethe analysismust be generalizedto an inho-

(20b) mogeneous (AC- and BC-rich) mixture since

d2/iF’~/dx2 <0.) Larché and Cahn [54] ex-
where we have used the identity dx/d~s= (d~s/
dx)’ = (d2/iF/dx2)’. Under identical growth plained compositionpinning in LPE in preciselythe sameterms,but failed to note the quantitative
conditions (constant temperatureand, for LPE connection with epitaxial stabilization of alloys
growth: concentrationsof constituentsin solution;

(/ii- < 0). Eqs. (21)—(23) show that compositionfor MBE growth: constant applied speciespres-

sures),u is common to bulk and epitaxial alloys pinntng and epitaxial stabilization both scale as(da/dx)20 (/ia)2, where /ia is the lattice mis-
growing in equilibrium. We may thusconveniently

match between the alloy constituents; nearly
measurethe degreeof compositionpinning at the lattice-matchedsystems(e.g., Ga

1 ~Al~As) willlattice-matchedcompositionby the slope Q(xLM) show no epitaxial effects. Both effects are larger
6Xep/6Xbk of the curve XepQL) versus xbk(~t) at for elasticallystiff alloys, via B.

XLM, or
We emphasizethat the physical origin of both

d2/iFt”(xLM)/dx2 compositionpinning and epitaxialstabilizationis
= d2/iF~[xLMaS= a(xLM)]/dx2 (21) not epitaxial strain per se (sinceboth occur even

on lattice-matchedsubstrates),but ratherthe com-

Usingeq. (19) we find position dependenceof the alloy parametera(x,

T—‘rbk(xLM) T), presenteither in phenomenologicalelastical
(22) descriptions or in first principles cluster-based

= T—;P(xLM) calculations.This dependenceobviously may be

traced to the size mismatch z.Xa between alloy
The epitaxial spinodaltemperature;~is related constituents,reflecting different atomic sizes or
to

distinct bond lengths and their imperfect accom-
d2/iH~/dx2 odation in an alloy environment.

Tbk d2/iS~/dx2 Using the same VFF {/iH,,, a,,, C,~} values
for theclustersGa

4As,,Sb4..~used in figs. 7 and8
via andthe CVM to find /iH and /iS, weshow in fig.

9 resultsfor substrateslattice-matchedto the alloy
~P(xLM) at x = 0, x 0.5, and x = 1. The epitaxy-induced

= { Tbk(x) — LA(x) a(x)(da/dx)
2/kB } XLM increasein dfs/dx = d2LXF/dx2 (i.e., Q < 1) in

fig. 9a is mostpronouncedat XLM — 0.5; a given ~s
Tbk(XLM) + /i’r(xLM). (23) (fixed growth conditions)correspondsto different
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16 -‘— -=—- ~ .-~ tnto solid-phaseInAs (AlAs) in In1_,Al~As(two
12 = (a) a =a [Ga AsSb[ equations), (ii) As4 ~-‘ 2As2 interconversion,and

‘~ 8 s eq 2 the factsthat the incorporationrates r,, ~ p;P_p~qo a =a [GaSb[ ,satisfy(iii) r1,, + r = rA, andin the steadystate(iv)
Bt~Ik rlfl/rAl = (i — x)/x. The two incorporationequa-

0 I tions are characterizedby (experimental)tabu-
.4 ., epitaxial lated [72] equilibrium constants; the alloy excess

as=aeq~GaAsJ -- — bulk Gibbs free energy ZIG = (N1,, + NA)) (/iH—T/iS)

-12 (at zero pressure)entersvia “activities” a8(x) =

-16 ______ _________________
.c 0.0 0.1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
C.) 10 . I I I I I

- Alloy Composition ~ o.~ (a) Incorporation Coefficient
(b) a,~aeq[GaAs[ - ep4axial

0. 0.6- ~ = 001

asSb1 P(ltI)=~o~r106 Xap=08

000102 0405 06 07 08 09 10 (b)
GaSb Bulk Alloy Composition Xbulk GaAs X

Fig. 9. CVMpredictions for T=1300 K for GaAs~Sb,~,: (a) :~0.7

dependence of alloy composition on chemical potential; (b) 0 6 ~ ~
x~~(j.i)versusxhk(p~).exhibiting compositionpinning. E , , Alloy Composition

valuesof xep and Xhk. We note in fig. 9b strong 0.2 0.2 - -:
deviations from = ~ (i.e., q = 1) even well 0.1 ~

away from xLM and 150°Cabovethe calculated 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660 680 700

maximum bulk miscibility gap temperature(~ Temperature (‘C)
1245K 1.0 i I I

Eq. (~9)provides the link betweenbulk and o.~(c) Composition Pinning I
epitaxial alloy thermodynamics.While it is corn- :~0 8

monly believed that composition pinning is ~iv~ —~“

peculiar to LPE, we demonstrate[42] using eq. 0 5

(19) that it should also appearin MBE growth. X~a~0.Ol X~/~

Growth of, e.g., In1 ,Al,As, at fixed T is de-
terminedby the applied partial pressuresp,,”P for 0 2 ,.( ~ 020

a = In, Al, and As4. A recent thermodynamic ~
analysis of MBE growth of bulk pseudobinary i~ ~ ________________________________
semiconductoralloys [72] permits calculation of 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

eq InAs Bulk Alloycomposition X Ik AlAs
the equilibrium partial pressuresP,, of In, Al, bu

As , and As4 and the steady-statealloy composi- Fig. 10. Predictionsof elastic thermodynamicmodel for MBE
2 . . growthof Al In1 - As on InP substrate:(a) In incorporation

tion x. These S quantities are determined by . .

coefficient, (b) steady-statealloy composition,and (c) corn-simultaneoussolution of 5 equations,describing position pinning, for variousvaluesof vaporcompositionx,~,.

(i) incorporationof vapor phaseIn (Al) and As2 Heavy dotsindicatelattice-matchedcomposition.
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exp(d(/iG(x)/kBT)/d1~) where N~is the num- Epitaxial Alloy
ber of molesof species/3 in the alloy. Since we BondLengths

2.60 I I
assumethe alloy entropy is unmodified by epi-
taxy, eq. (19) may be useddirectly to apply this

2.55 ~
Fig. iO shows theoretical predictions for the

analysisto coherentepitaxial MBE growth[42]. 2.50 c
epitaxial Al~In1~Assystemon an InP substrate
(xLM = 0.48) for a temperaturerange common in

2.45 a =aGap a
MBE growth (overwhich the incorporationcoeffi-
cient of Al is 1), for a variety of vapor-phase

compositionsxvap = P~/(P~+ P~P).The In in- ~ 2.40-~
corporation coefficient (= 1 — P~/P~, fig. lOa) 2.35

andalloy composition(fig. lOb) showpronounced = d’G~P~

epitaxial effects (seenexperimentallyfor this sys- 2.30 I I

tem and interpreted as epitaxial elastic effects 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
GaP Composition x lnP[48,73,74]).Agreement with available experiment

for this system [73,74] is good, except for a sys- Fig. 11. VFF calculations[49] for the Ga—P and In—P bond

tematic shift in temperature, probably due to the lengths for the epitaxial alloy Ga~In1_,,P(continuouslines)on three substrates. Symbols give bond lengths for ordered
large(~25%) uncertaintyin the exponentof the Ga,,In4~P4compounds grown epitaxially on GaP (squares),

InAs incorporationequilibriumconstant.It is nec- on Ga05In05P (stars) and on InP (solids circles). The dashed

essaryto plot Xep versus Xbk (for the sameP~ horizontallinesgive the bond lengths of pureGaPandInP.
and T) to reveal the presenceof composition
pinning (fig. lOc); the qualitative resemblanceto
LPE results (fig. 9b) is evident, although the de- a similar expressionfor RBC(x). Direct calcula-
gree of compositionpinning dependson xvap. tionsof RAC(x) andRBC(x) for the full composi-
Compositionpinning in a different guise during tion range (using eq. (17)), performedeitherwith
an In pressurescan for fixed substratetempera- the valenceforce field method [49] or from first-
ture has beenrecentlyreported[48]. principles [22] confirmed this result. Using for

P,,(x, T) the random probability or the more
accurateCVM probabilities produced but small
differencesfor temperaturesnearbulk growth val-

6. Epitaxial alloy bond lengths ues. This approachhas beenrepeatedsince then
by Sasaki and co-workers for a series of bulk

Mikkelson and Boyce [75] haveshown that in alloys [77].
an A ,,B1 _~Cbulk alloy, the A—C and B—C bond Here we report an extension of our earlier
lengths do not follow Vegard’s rule but remain calculations[49,76] for epitaxial alloys, usingeqs.
instead close to the values R°Acand R°Bcof the (i7)—(i8) and the text surrounding them. The
pure, end-pointAC and BC compounds,respec- results for Ga~In1~P,obtainedby VFF and as-
tively. Martins and Zunger [76] have calculated sumingrandomprobabilitiesare shown in fig. ii.
RAC and RBC for 64 different bulk alloys, using This figureshowsthe Ga—PandIn—Pbondlengths
the valence force field method. They noted that for the disorderedepitaxial alloy (solid lines) and
for high-temperaturegrown alloys, the depen- the ordered compounds Ga,,1n4,,P (symbols),
denceof RAC and RBC on the compositionx (eq. comparingtheseto the ideal bond lengthsd~j~p
(17)) is nearlylinear, henceit suffices to calculate and d~_~in the zinc-blendecompounds.
RAC for a BC compoundwith an impurity A and As in the bulk case, the epitaxial disordered
RBC for an AC compoundwith an impurity B; the alloy shows a bimodal bond length distribution.
alloy resultsfor RAC(x)are thengivenby a linear Ga—P and In—P bond lengths for bulk ordered
interpolationbetweenRAC[BC: A] and ~ with compoundsare monotonic across the sequence
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n = 0—4; under epitaxial conditions (at fixed a,, [10] A. Gomyo, T. SuzukiandS. lijima, Phys.Rev. Letters60

but at c~”
1(a)); they are also monotonicacross (1988)2645.

eq s . [11] A. Gomyo, K. Kobayashi, S. Kawata, I. Hino and T.
this sertes(squaresin fig. ii for fixed substrate), Suzuki,J. CrystalGrowth 77 (1986)367.
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of the differing numbersof structural parameters
C. ThiebautandJ.P. Andre, AppI. Phys.Letters 52 (1988)available to each (2,0,1) structure(for fixed a~, 567.
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